Supplier Performance Solutions
Recent business disruptions have forced companies in virtually every industry to confront a painful
reality: their supply chains are vulnerable and, too often, opaque. As old operational models break under
the pressure of global events, forward-looking organizations seek technology and expertise that can
optimize their performance and execution.
RPE, a leading supply chain solutions consulting firm, and Traverse Systems, a provider of enterprise supply chain and
business partnership management platforms, have partnered to provide these organizations with a more predictable,
consistent and profitable supply chain.
With a thorough mix of industry and supply chain technology backgrounds, RPE’s consultants and solutions experts come
with an insider’s understanding of your industry’s challenges. They also bring an encyclopedic knowledge of supply chain
software providers like Traverse Systems. Traverse has developed these industry-leading solutions:

D The Traverse Platform aggregates data from your disparate systems to drive a unified understanding of your entire
supply chain, with a pinpoint focus on improving supplier performance, as indicated by the incremental business
values below. It encompasses and integrates the entire supply chain ecosystem, including suppliers and supplier
relations, procurement, transportation and distribution, and finance and AP.

D Rivet is Traverse Systems’ business partnership management solution for managing people, projects and
assets, providing the key benefit of on-boarding suppliers more accurately with much less effort.

Proven solutions from recognized experts

With measurable business value

Deep supply chain expertise
Decades of operational and IT experience

On-Time Delivery

Partners you can trust
Validated by 20 years of satisfied customers
Rapid time to value
90—120 days for most customers
Enterprise scale
No data caps, no limits

Total Order Cycle
Total Fill Rate
Net Cost Recoveries
Initial Fill Rate
PO Accuracy

Visibility you can act on
A single, holistic view of your operations

ASN Carton Accuracy

↑7% - 22%
↓4 % - 12%
↑2% - 28%
↑28% - 111%
↑13%
↑32%
↑3% - 16%

we deployed the Traverse Platform the results were stunning.
“WeOnce
took a full eight days out of our supply chain with no effect on overall
service levels., which represents a multi-million dollar savings. Additionally,
the reduced holding costs are a benefit we will see for many years to

”

come, and frees open-to-buy money for our merchant team.
Randy Vier, Former Vice President of Supply Chain
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